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Faculty Concerns, Context, and 
Discussion Points

lharrison
Text Box
Adapted from a presentation made by James E. Till and Rea Devakos. 



1.What if scholars are self-funded and can’t pay 
the article processing fees

52% Open Access journals don’t charge

Self archiving (for postprints) usually involves no fees

Posting generally free

Alter copyright transfer agreement, if necessary
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Knowledge/Power Gap:
	 Scholars and Copyright Transfer

76%: examine publishing agreements prior to signing
71%: adhere to the terms
49%:  not understood agreement but signed anyway 
53%: too much trouble to negotiate
26% thought about negotiating amendments 
58%: publication for promotion outweighs license
62% unaware that amendments may be negotiated
17% respondents had amended a publication

91% of amendments accepted by publisher
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Open Access Overview

Focusing on open access to peer-
reviewed research articles and their 

preprints

A common misunderstanding is that all OA 
journals use an "author pays" business 
model. There are two mistakes here. The first 
is to assume that there is only one business 
model for OA journals, when there are 
many. The second is to assume that charging 
an upfront processing fee is an "author pays" 
model. In fact, fewer than half of today's OA 
journals (47%) charge author-side fees. When 
OA journals do charge fees, the fees are 
usually paid by author-sponsors (employers 
or funders) or waived, not paid by authors 
out of pocket. This misunderstanding is 
harmful because it makes authors wonder 
whether they can afford to pay the fees and 
gives OA opponents a chance to spread 
FUD. In fact there are many reasons why OA 
journals do not exclude the poor.

http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/overview.htm



2.	Advice to authors and journals

Select rights for retention and acquisition

Commercial purposes

Re-use
Teaching

Publication e.g. collections

Archiving

Triggers: time, out of print /business…
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3.	Does Open Access increase faculty workload?

Open Access or Hybrid Open Access publishing: No

Self archiving : A clerical task that requires a few minutes 
(especially if archiving in a repository can be done when the final 
post-print is submitted for publication)

Often retrospective work done by administrative or student 
assistants
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4.	Who owns teaching materials?
	 Will Open Access lead to firing of tenured 

faculty and re-use by sessionals? 

Use and re-use provisions: university policy or contracts

Re-use can be stipulated via license agreement in Open Access 
environment

Unauthorized re-use can be tracked in an Open Access 
environment
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5.	Will some journals not survive (and jobs be 
lost)?

New (or poor-quality) journals may not survive (always been so)

High-quality journals will adapt (already happening)

The transition likely slow

Context: economic changes within publishing industry and how 
scholars find information
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Library Journal 
10/14/2008

On “Open Access Day,” 

Open Access Publishers Announce 
Formation of a Trade Association

If you’re looking for yet another hint that open access publishing has put 
down some serious roots, today saw the launch of an OA trade group: the 
Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA). Membership is 
open to scholarly publishers and professional publishing organizations, 
including university presses and for-profit and non-profit organizations 
alike that have signed either the Berlin or Budapest OA declarations and 
publish at least one full OA journal. Individuals and other organizations 
supporting OA journal publishing, such as library groups, are also eligible to 
join.
  The announcement of OASPA’s official launch in London comes in 
conjunction with the first-ever “Open Access Day.” The day was founded 
by SPARC (the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition) 
along with Students for FreeCulture, and the Public Library of Science 
(PLoS), as an initiative to help to broaden awareness of OA issues.  
OASPA’s stated mission: “to support and represent the interests of Open 
Access (OA) journals publishers globally in all scientific, technical, and 
scholarly disciplines through an exchange of information, setting of industry 
standards, advancing business and publishing models, advocating for gold 
OA journals publishing, education and the promotion of innovation.”
 The founding members of OASPA include an array of publishers and OA 
supporters, including BioMed Central (just acquired by Springer), Hindawi 
Publishing Corporation, PLoS, SAGE, SPARC Europe, and the Utrecht 
University Library. The establishment of a trade organization represents yet 
another step in the rapid maturation of a publishing model many consider 
experimental, at best, and that is often called unsustainable by traditional 
publishers. A decade after OA’s emergence, the Directory of Open Access 
Journals (DOAJ) now lists over 3500 peer-reviewed journals. 
Representatives from the OASPA are now in the process of forming an 
interim board and setting up a first General Meeting, to be held in 2009.

http://www.libraryjournal.com/article/CA6605415.html



6.	Dis/Advantages of Self Archiving

Visibility and accessibility via search engines (but there may be an 
embargo period) 

No fees charged (usually, if deposit peer-reviewed post-print, but 
not final publisher’s copy)

Versions: citability

“New” communication mode
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SHERPA / RoMEO
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeoinfo.html#colours
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7. Dis/Advantages of Open Access Publishing?

Immediate visibility and optimal accessibility

But fees may be charged (by high-impact journals)

Waivers of fees often available (but must ask)
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Is the (40 - 300%) citation advantage real? 
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Gaule, P. and Maystre, N. 
Getting cited: does open access help?

http://ilemt.epfl.ch/repec/pdf/cemi-workingpaper-2008-007.pdf

Eysenbach, G., 
Citation Advantage of Open Access Articles

http://biology.plosjournals.org/archive/1545-7885/4/5/pdf/
10.1371_journal.pbio.0040157-S.pdf



8.	 Impact on the tenure and promotion process?

Short term: little if authors choose high-impact journals for either 
publishing or archiving

Positive in the longer term: focus on the quality of the article (rather 
than the journal)

Increased (and different) readership and citations
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9.	 Might Open Access lead to greater monitoring 
of faculty research productivity?

Because Open Access permits a greater focus on the quality of 
the article, rather than the journal, there may be more emphasis on 
the quality of individual articles (based on metrics in addition to 
citation counts?)

Data mining and monitoring already happening
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Institutional Citation Report
http://www.in-cites.com/rsg/icr/
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10. Greater visibility: harassment / safety

More vs. absolute
Citations
Google/Google Scholar
Abstract and indexing 
sources
Library walk-ins
University affiliated
Subscriptions

Ameliorate:
Opt out policy
Request copy
Restrict search engine 
crawling
Adobe restrictions
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Harvard Medicine: consistent questions

Junior investigators being turned away by Cell 
NIH compliant with a 12 month delay; also allows for posting on 
personal or institutional site) and 

Science 
compliant with funding agency mandates with a 6 month embargo; 
posting on personal site; free access on Science site in 12 months.

Concerns about the impact of societies by journal editors or 
members of editorial boards
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General Update
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CAUT Intellectual 
Property Advisory

July 2008

http://www.caut.ca/uploads/IP-Advisory1-en.pdf



CAUT Intellectual Property Advisory
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ARL Meeting

Supporting individual faculty has not worked

Embed sufficient rights into e-journal licenses and institutional 
policies (e.g. Harvard motion, condition of employment.)

Attempts (and frustration) at creating faculty publications 
databases
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U of C funds Open 
Access Authors Fund

June 2008

http://www.ucalgary.ca/news/june2008/authorsfund



Mandated
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University of Glasgow Canadian Institutes of Health Research
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Harvard Gazette Online

February 13, 2008

http://www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/
2008/02.14/99-fasvote.html
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Open Access Self-
Archiving Policy: 

Harvard University 
Faculty of Arts and 

Sciences
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~secfas/

February_2008_Agenda.pdf

The FAS of Harvard is committed to 
disseminating the fruits of its research and 
scholarship as widely as possible. In keeping 
with that commitment …: Each Faculty 
member grants to the President and Fellows 
permission to make available his or her 
scholarly articles and to exercise the 
copyright in those articles… Permission 
granted by each Faculty member is a 
nonexclusive, irrevocable, paid-up, worldwide 
license to exercise any and all rights under 
copyright relating to each of his or her 
scholarly articles, in any medium, and to 
authorize others to do the same, provided 
that the articles are not sold for a profit…



Caveats

“The Dean or the Dean’s designate will waive application of the 
policy for a particular article upon written request by a Faculty 
member explaining the need.”

Office set up – only an email needed with file attached needed
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NIH Initial non compliance: 40%

Confusion journal role

Complex 2 step submission

Institutional role?

U of T NIH Total: 2.97 million US 

Possibly at risk: 1.9

U of T CIHR Total: 68.5 million 

Possibly at risk: 27.4
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A relevant quotation

"Ease of access and ease of use are 
paramount. Material on the Web is growing, 
and scholars, like the commercial content 
producers, are engaged in a 'war for the 
eyeballs'. Readers will settle for inferior forms of 
papers if those are the ones that can be 
reached easily".

  (Andrew Odlyzko, 2001)
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